EXTRAORDINARY MINISTERS
OF HOLY COMMUNION
GUIDELINES
(Revised September 2015)

Mary Queen of the Holy Rosary
601 Hill N Dale Rd.
(859)278-7432

PURPOSE
Extraordinary Ministers reverently assist in distributing the
Body and Blood of Christ to the congregation when there is not
enough Ordinary ministers.
TYPES OF EUCHARISTIC MINISTERS
• Ordinary - Bishop, Priest, Deacon (minister of the chalice)
• Extraordinary - Qualified laypeople
• The number of extraordinary ministers should not be
increased beyond what is required for the orderly and
reverent distribution of Communion.
QUALIFICATIONS
•Belief in the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist
•Fully initiated member (Baptism, Eucharist and
Confirmation)
•Member in good standing
•Registered member of Mary Queen
•Trained at Mary Queen
REVERENCE / ATTIRE
Reverence is an important aspect of our Eucharistic Ministry
and is reflected in our demeanor, attire and manner in which
we handle the Eucharist. The way we handle ourselves and
the way we dress should not distract anyone from what they
are about to do - receive Jesus in the Eucharist.
COMMISSIONING
Once training has taken place, a list of newly trained
Extraordinary Ministers will be sent to the Bishop. Each
minister will receive a letter from the Bishop stating their
commissioning and will also take part in a commissioning rite
offered at each mass on a pre-arranged weekend.
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MINISTRY POSITIONS
There are three distinct positions in the Eucharistic Ministry Extraordinary Minister, Sacristan, and Captain. All three roles
are defined in the following procedures.
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PROCEDURES
Before Mass:
• The Extraordinary Minister arrives 10-15 minutes
before Mass and…
- Signs up for a station / position (pg. 9) on the clip
board. All host positions should be filled first, then
cup positions.
- Prayerfully prepare for mass and your ministry.
• The Sacristan arrives 30 minutes before Mass and
ensures that…
- That the hosts are placed on the three small tables in
the back of the church and that the wine is poured
into the pitcher and placed on the ushers table to be
brought forward at Offertory.
- That the credence table (pg. 10) is prepared.
- That the hosts get replenished, as necessary, at the
small tables.
• The Captain arrives 30 minutes before Mass and ensures
that…
“It is most desirable
- That all stations / positions are
that the faithful
filled.
receive the Lord’s
body from hosts
- The quantity of reserved hosts
consecrated at the
in the tabernacle are checked.
same Mass. Those
If there is more than one
reserved in the
tabernacle are
covered ciborium, plan to bring
primarily for the sick
one or two of these forward
and homebound.”
during the sign of peace.
(GIRM 2002, no. 85, and
- That the hosts are combined
Eucharisticum mysterium
[EM], no. 3)
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into the large ciborium and set on the ushers table
with the pitcher of wine to be carried forward during
Offertory. In order to ensure a more accurate count,
you will need to remain in the back of the church as
the Mass begins and allow for late comers to place
their hosts in the bowls before combining them.
During Mass:
• The Extraordinary Minister
- Approaches the altar after the sign of peace by way
of the side ramps (please be aware that the
fractioning rite is happening on the altar and move
reverently). Host ministers will go up the right
side, cup ministers up the left, stopping to use the
hand sanitizers at the bottom of both ramps.
- Ministers will form 2 lines, at the top of each ramp.
After the congregation says “Lord, I am not worthy
that you should enter under my roof, but only say
the word and my soul shall be healed” the 2 lines
then form an arc along the back of the altar to
receive communion (do not wait until Father has
received communion).
- The priest will begin distributing the Body of Christ
to those on the cup side of the altar.
If a deacon or an installed acolyte is present, he will distribute the
Precious Blood, following the priest.
If a deacon or installed acolyte is not present, the first person to receive
the Body of Christ will step forward to the altar to receive the Body and
Blood and then distribute the Precious Blood, following the priest.

- When all on the altar have received, the priest will
begin handing out chalices and purificators to the
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cup ministers first and then the ciborium to the
host ministers. Always wait to be handed these
items, never take them from the altar.
- As the ministers are handed their chalice/ciborium,
they are to immediately proceed to their position.
- Cup ministers be sure to open the purificator
completely and use all of it to wipe the cup.
- Look the communicant in the eye and say…
“The Body of Christ”
Place the host in the extended
hand of the communicant or,
Place the host on the extended
tongue of the communicant

“The Blood of Christ”
Offer the cup to the
communicant and carefully
take it back.
Wipe the rim of the cup with a
new area of the purificator and
1/4 turn

- If a person approaches with arms crossed over
their chest, they are to receive a blessing, “Christ
be with you”. Do not make the
sign of the cross.
Spills
- Host ministers who begin to
run short of hosts (do not wait
Eucharist • you consume it
until you are completely out)
• communicant
should look to the captain on
consumes it
the altar, who will bring them
• place in the hand
more.
holding ciborium to
consume later
- Cup ministers, if you run out of
Precious Blood, cover your
Precious Blood chalice with the purificator and
• place purificator over
spot
remain in your position until all
• get new purificator
of the congregation have
yourself or from the
received communion.
captain
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• stand over or very
near the spot

- Host ministers, after you have finished distributing
communion to your line, look to see if you can help
another line (pg. 9 - see diagram of where to
stand), if not, remain in your position until all of the
“Watch us become one in Christ as we eat His
body and drink His blood together”
- Fr. Dan Noll

congregation have received communion.
- When the congregation has finished receiving
communion, all ministers approach the altar.
• Host ministers • Empty ciborium - place it on purifying
table, rinse your fingers in the small finger
bowl and return to your seat.
• Not empty ciborium - hand it to Father at
the altar, who will combine all remaining
hosts into a ciborium or consume them,
and hand the empty ciborium back to you
to be placed on the purifying table, rinse
and dry fingers, then return to your seat.
• Cup ministers • Empty chalice - place it on the purifying
table, with the purificator and return to
your seat.
• Not empty chalice - consume the
remaining Precious Blood, at the altar
while facing the people, then place the
empty chalice on purifying table and return
to your seat. If you need help finishing
the cup, offer it to another minister.
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• The Sacristan
- Same as above
• The Captain
- If reserved Eucharist is to be brought to the altar,
go back to the tabernacle during the Our Father
and come up the middle aisle during the Sign of
Peace and place ciborium(a) on the right side of the
altar. Otherwise, approach the altar as the cup
ministers do, by way of the left side ramp.
- Take your place in the front of the line at the top of
the ramp.
- After Father distributes the chalices to the cup
ministers, he will hand you the small ciborium.
Take this to the back of church, by way of the
middle aisle, and distribute to those who are unable
to approach the altar, returning by way of the left
ramp.
- Remain on altar until a host minister indicates that
they need additional hosts. Replenish with some of
what is left in your small ciborium.
- Once you are called to replenish, assess the
distribution of hosts by seeing how many each host
minister has in their ciborium. Redistribute if
necessary by taking hosts from ministers in your
small ciborium and giving them to other ministers
who may need them.
- If necessary, the captain can tell the ministers to
break hosts if they feel they can finish serving the
congregation with minimal breakage.
- Remain on the altar after all ministers have gone to
the purifying table. If there are too many
remaining hosts to consume, Father will have
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combined them all in a ciborium and hand to you to
take to the tabernacle.

After Mass:
• Everyone helps to take the vessels and purificators to
the working sacristy.
- Carry all items to be washed from purifying table to
sacristy.
- Soak the purificators in the bowl that is in the
sacrarium.
- Wash the vessels using the handled sponge, rinse and
dry them. Do not fill the sink with water and immerse
the chalices/ciborium. The metal in these vessels will
rust.
- Empty water from small finger washing bowl into the
sacrarium because particles of Eucharist may be
present in this water.
- Empty water from lavabo bowl and refill small water
pitcher.
- Refill water cruet.
- Shake the corporal over the sacrarium in case there
are any Eucharistic particles on it.
- After 4 PM Mass on Saturday and the 5:30 PM Mass
on Sunday put all items away.
- After the Sunday morning masses set the credence
table for the next mass. The credence table will be
checked by the sacristan before mass begins.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Are Eucharistic Ministers scheduled?
No they are not, only the captains and sacristans have
assigned masses. You can serve at whichever mass you
attend. When you arrive at mass simply check in with
the captain to sign up for a position.
Where should I sit?
Sit with your family anywhere in the church. It is an
important sign of unity to have the ministers come from
the community.
Can I be a Lector and a Eucharistic Minister at the same
mass?
All liturgical ministers (Greeters, Ushers, Music Ministers,
Altar Servers, Eucharistic Ministers, Lectors) should serve
in only one ministry at any given mass.
What if a child approaches and I’m not sure if they
should receive?
Ask the child or a near by adult.
What if I am not sure if an adult should receive?
We are not in a position to deny anyone this sacrament.
If you have a particular concern you should address it
with the priest after mass.
Can I call a person by their name when they come up for
communion?
Never use names or add anything to “The Body/Blood of
Christ”. When we offer this statement to the
communicant we are expressing what we are holding and
who we are. Their response of “Amen” is their agreement
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and acknowledgment of this. No other words are
necessary or appropriate here.
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